VitaDAO is a community-owned collective dedicated to funding and advancing longevity science that can improve people’s lives. We’re tackling aging with the power of a global community.

**VITA Token**

VITA is our governance token, which is used to vote on and govern longevity research funding proposals. Members of VitaDAO earn tokens as reward for participation in the various DAO working groups. You can also safely buy VITA on CoW Swap and then head over to dao.vitadao.com to vote on active proposals!

**Get Funding For Your Research**

VitaDAO is looking to fund researchers like you (students, professors) of all ages and experience levels. We are mainly interested in funding a commercializable project. Meaning, something that leads to a product - like a therapy or diagnostic or even a digital health app. Please see here for eligibility criteria. If you think you and your team are a good fit please apply here: https://research-application-form.vercel.app/VitaDAO

We boast an average of 103 days from application to funding!

**Publishing**

Publishing is just as important as funding. We created two initiatives, The Longevisist, and TLDR (The Decentralized Longevity Review), to facilitate the growth and open sourcing of key aspects of publishing – curation and peer review, respectively.

**The Longevisist**

The Longevisist is an overlay journal where key opinion leaders in the longevity field vote on the most exciting preprints in longevity science research every quarter. Our Curator’s Choice preprints are published each quarter. We just had our first vote for Q1 and will be having Q2 voting running July 16-July 31.

**TLDR**

TLDR is an on-demand paid peer review service (like Uber but for preprints) where researchers can pay to have their work peer reviewed. The benefits of this are to polish up one’s work before submitting to a journal, granting agency, or Investors. Researchers who peer review earn $VITA tokens.

**Careers at VitaDAO**

Want to help us turn the tide on aging? Accelerate your career in a fast-growing virtual organization that allows you to work from anywhere in the world, and get rewarded with competitive compensation in cash and governance tokens to help us shape the future of longevity science.
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